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Explore Chanel Islands –
Jersey

Hotels
Grand Jersey Hotel & Spa 5*
Grand Jersey’s bedrooms have been design led, which
means that sophistication and comfort go hand in hand.
There are 123 bedrooms, including six suites, giving you
a choice of spaces, from those ideal for couples to
those offering greater room for families. Many of the
bedrooms offer ocean views and all are fully air
conditioned.
With a contemporary design every detail has been taken care of to provide all the amenities
required, from large feature beds and stylish ottomans to in-room technology.
Bedrooms: 123
Suites: 6

Hotel de France & Ayush Spa 4*
The 4 Star Hotel de France offers 126 individually styled
bedrooms ranging from family rooms to master and
junior suites and spa rooms. A range of bars and
lounges and a luxurious 17,000 sq. ft. wellness spa pool
complex looking out over sun terrace and landscape
gardens. Hotel de France provides superb cuisine through a range of dining options in
addition to extensive free on-site parking and high speed wireless internet.
Bedrooms: 126
Suites: 17
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Radisson Blu Waterfront Hotel Jersey 4*
195 bedrooms, most of them with stunning sea views,
offer a wide selection of amenities, including
complimentary Wi-Fi, tea & coffee facilities, ironing
board and iron, trouser press and 24-hour room
service. Complimentary car parking as well as use of
the gym & pool area is also included for all guests. The
Waterfront Bar, Restaurant & Terrace serves a
selection of fresh, modern dishes, which makes this hotel the ideal starting point for your
holiday or business trip.
Bedrooms: 195
Suites: 13

St. Brelade's Bay Hotel 4*
This luxuriously refurbished, 19th-century Jersey
hotel offers fantastic sea views, a restaurant, and a
tennis court. Both indoor and outdoor swimming
pools and a fantastic health club.
Rooms at St Brelade’s Bay Hotel feature excellent
sea or garden views, while some rooms also offer
balconies. We have 74 beautiful appointed
bedrooms and 5 stunning suites with styles to suit
everyone.
Bedrooms: 74
Suites: 5
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The Atlantic Hotel 4*
One of Jersey's finest luxury hotels which
combines breathtaking ocean views with a
Michelin-starred restaurant, The Atlantic Hotel is
situated on one of the most stunning sites in the
Channel Islands set within beautiful and extensive
grounds.
As one of the top hotels in the British Isles and a
proud member of Small Luxury Hotels of the World, the combination of timeless elegance
and secluded location makes The Atlantic Hotel the perfect Channel Islands hideaway.
Bedrooms: 50
Suites: 2

Hotel Savoy Jersey 4*
This property is a 9-minute walk from the beach.
Originally a 19th-century manor house, Hotel Savoy
has a modern gym, an outdoor swimming pool,
Montana Restaurant, Jazz Bar and deck. There is a
beautiful lounge with an open fire, private dining
options and a function suite. Guests can enjoy free
Wi-Fi and business facilities. There is also a 24-hour
front desk. Parking is available for a charge Montana
Restaurant serves a modern menu. Opening out onto a decked area.
Bedrooms: 53
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Restaurants
Ocean Restaurant at the Atlantic Hotel
This exceptional fine dining restaurant showcases
modern British cooking in a classic setting with the
emphasis on fresh Jersey produce. Ocean has retained a
Michelin Star since 2007 as well as being awarded four
Rosettes in the AA Restaurant Guide 2016 placing it in
the top echelon of restaurants in the British Isles.
Ocean’s design is influenced by its coastal setting. Blues,
whites and beiges create a modern classic look, while
delightful
hand-crafted
furniture
and
specially
commissioned artwork emphasise the feeling of luxury.
Executive Head Chef Mark Jordan has created a
sophisticated selection of menus, including a seasonal a la
carte, daily changing set menus and specially selected vegetarian dishes. An extensive wine
list complements Mark’s food.
Private Dining: 60

Oyster Box - Restaurant & Beach Bar
Nestled in the heart of Jersey's most popular bay of St.
Brelade - voted one of the Best Beaches in the British
Isles by The Good Beach Guide - Oyster Box offers chiccasual dining in a stylish, elegant environment at the
edge of the sea. Oyster Box offers the finest local
seafood, fresh fish and meat and provide an eclectic
menu to suit every taste including vegetarians and
those with other dietary requirements.
The restaurant caters for all diets including vegetarian, vegan and gluten-free.
Private dining: 14 -30 (depending on the season)
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Bohemia Bar and Restaurant
Bohemia Bar & Restaurant boasts a stellar reputation for
its first rate cuisine, placing it firmly on the gastronomic
map as a food-lover’s destination. Bohemia Bar &
Restaurant was recently ranked as the highest scoring
restaurant in the Channel Islands in the Good Food Guide
2016 with a glowing score of 7, its highest score yet.
Bohemia was also named one of top 50 best restaurants in the UK in The Sunday Times.
Private dining: 24
Exclusive hire: 60

The Old Court House Restaurant & Pub
Located in the heart of St Aubin’s overlooking
the pretty harbour, the Old Court House Pub,
Restaurant & Rooms is all about timeless old
world charm combined with modern features
to provide a fantastic “boutique style” place to
eat, drink and stay. Our Westward pub offers
two bar areas, including one made from the
original tender to the famous Westward ship. Each has cosy corners in which to enjoy some
down to earth pub food, complemented with a pint of locally brewed ale, or a decent glass
of wine, there are 15 wines to choose from by the glass. If it’s nice outside the pub has a
great alfresco terrace to the front with simply stunning views over the harbour and across to
the St Helier coastline.
Private dining: 14 - 50
Exclusive hire: 100
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The Square
Fronting both Liberation Square & Weighbridge Place
"The Square", with its relaxed urban, industrial feel is a
unique space, as well as being the perfect location for
EATING, DRINKING & BEING ENTERTAINED, right in the
heart of St Helier.
The restaurant offers a wide range of freshly prepared
seafood dishes, steaks and barbeque.
Exclusive hire: 60

Bonetti’s Restaurant
Delicious Italian inspired cuisine. Enjoy lunch or dinner
in the light and airy atrium setting, or on the terrace
and enjoy the garden views.
Our seasonal lobster salad is a house specialty! Open
every day of the week, Bonetti's offers a menu with a
wide choice of dishes, using fresh local produce
wherever possible.
Private dining: 20 - 75
Exclusive hire: 75
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Venues
Mont Orgueil Castle
Standing majestically over the fishing village of Gorey,
Mont Orgueil provides a dramatic backdrop to any
event. Built in the 13th century to protect the Island
against the French, this jewel in Jersey's crown is one
of the best-preserved castles in Britain and one of the
most photographed sites in the Island.

The Medieval Great Hall
Standing high up in the heart of the building, this hall is the oldest part of the medieval
castle and is believed to have been the site of grand celebrations and ceremonies. With a
beaten earth floor, vaulted roof and arched windows looking down to the sea and across to
the coast of France, it offers an impressive location for dinners, drinks parties and
presentations.
Dinner capacity 60
Drinks/buffet capacity 100
The Tudor Great Chamber
This room boasts an oak floor, high ceiling and leaded windows and was used by the
Governors of Jersey in the 16th Century. It can now be used for functions and parties with
portraits of Queens Elizabeth I and II presiding over events.
Dinner capacity 60
Drinks/buffet capacity 100
The Herb Garden
This is a recreation of a 17th century formal garden. It is an idyllic sheltered spot and
excellent for pre-dinner drinks with exceptional, uninterrupted views out to sea.
Capacity 80
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Maritime Museum
Set in the old harbour area of St Helier and housed in
an historic granite warehouses, the award winning
Maritime Museum is an ideal venue for a special
function.
The Museum is very convenient for local businesses as
it is only a 10-minute walk from the town centre and
ample public parking is available nearby.
The Globe Room
The centrepiece of the Museum is the Globe Room. This fascinating space is filled with
interactive exhibits and is an impressive and memorable venue for any function.
Capacity 120
Whole Museum hire
A presentation can be held in the Occupation Tapestry Gallery with a drinks reception to
follow in the Globe Room, enabling your guests to explore the whole Museum in private.
Capacity 250

La Hougue Bie
2,000 years older than the Pyramids, La Hougue Bie
has dominated Jersey’s landscape for 6,000 years.
The impressive mound is topped by a medieval
chapel and surrounded by mature trees. The site has
seen many changes over the years and today this
peaceful site offers a unique insight into the lives of
our distant ancestors and is a superb venue for an
evening function.
A marquee under the mature trees offers a tranquil
and impressive venue for receptions, parties, balls,
meetings and presentations.

Dinner in a marquee capacity 130
Buffet/drinks in a marquee capacity 200
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Elizabeth Castle
Jersey has been protected for 300 years by this
fortification built on an island in St Aubin’s Bay.
Twice a day this imposing castle is surrounded by
the rising tide making it a truly spectacular venue.
Due to the unique location of the castle, access is
very dependent on the tide and weather. The
castle ferry can operate at all times except when
the tide is high and the wind is strong creating a
rough sea.

Castle’s Governor’s House
Built in the 1590s this was once home to Sir Walter
Raleigh and Charles II. This beautiful building, with a
large outside terrace, is located near the top of the
castle and has fantastic views. The house boasts two
original granite fireplaces and wooden floors.

It is available for daytime and evening hire for dinner parties, lunches, presentations or a
summer drinks reception on the terrace.
Dinner capacity 80
Drinks/buffet capacity 150
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Jersey Museum & Art Gallery, Merchant's House
Jersey Museum & Art Gallery, Merchant's House
explains the traditions and culture of the Island and is
a peaceful refuge in the heart of St Helier. The site
has a number of areas for hire and is ideal for
meetings, workshops, launches or social events, with
the benefit of an onsite Brasserie that boasts an
award winning al fresco area.
Easily accessible, the site has a number of areas for hire and is ideal for meetings,
workshops, launches or social events, with the benefit of an on-site Brasserie that boasts an
award winning al fresco dining area.
The Merchant’s House
Dinners and drinks receptions can be held in the beautiful gas-lit drawing room. Functions
can incorporate a guided tour of the house and art gallery.
Dinner capacity 20
Drinks reception capacity 40
Ouless Room
The Ouless room is situated in a quiet area of the Museum. Delegates will pass through the
art gallery on their way to this bright, modern meeting room. With full wheel chair access
and air-conditioning the room is ideal for meetings, presentations, workshops and courses.
Boardroom style capacity 30
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Tours
Tour of the Island
Full Island Tour is a great way to kick start your
Jersey trip. See the whole Island in one fun filled
day allowing you to get your bearings and plan the
rest of your trip confidently, going back to your
favourite spots!
The tour highlights Corbiere Lighthouse, St Brelade
Bay, Jersey Pearl, Gorey, Rozel Bay, La Rocque Harbour,
Greve de Lecq, the North Coast and many more!

Mont Orgueil Castle Tour
Mont Orgueil Castle which protected Jersey
against the French invasion over 600 years ago.
Explore the network of staircases, towers and
secret rooms to discover hidden treasures and
breath taking views.
Discover secret artwork commissioned to tell the
story of the castle, climb turrets to find the
medieval ‘wheel of urine’ and descend into the
cellar to experience the 'witchcraft' exhibit. High on the battlements, with their
commanding view of the surrounding hillsides and distant French coast, stand shoulder to
shoulder with wooden soldiers who ‘guard’ the Castle.
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La Hougue Bie Museum Tour
One of the ten oldest buildings in the world, built
long before the Egyptian pyramids and aligned with
the equinox. Enter into one of Europe’s finest
passage graves and discover Jersey’s neolithic
history at this tranquil and spiritual heritage site.
La Hougue Bie delivers a truly memorable
experience that is at once thought provoking and
peaceful. The site features one of Europe's finest
passage graves where you can learn about life in Jersey's Neolithic community 6,000 years
ago. A medieval chapel sits on top of the prehistoric mound and dolmen dominating this
tranquil and spiritual site.
Unlike many other dolmens you can stand inside the chamber of the passage grave and feel
the heart of this place of worship.
La Hougue Bie has a large picnic area where you can enjoy a day out amongst the beautiful
and peaceful surroundings.

The Botanic Gardens at Samares Manor
The Botanic Gardens are a development of gardens
created in the 1920s by millionaire ship owner and
plant enthusiast, Sir James Knott. Many areas have
been restored and new imaginative planting schemes
established, introducing unique plant collections
which thrive in this exceptionally fertile site.
The gardens are diverse in style, extensive and
tranquil and peaceful whilst being stimulating, educational and fun. The Manor House and
the Rural Life Museum are also open to the public.
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Hamptonne Country Life Museum Tour
Hamptonne Country Life Museum gives the visitor a
unique insight into the rural life carried on in Jersey
for centuries.
Dating back to the 15th Century the house and farm
are brought to life with characters from the Island’s
past. Explore the orchard and learn about bygone
crafts and quirky traditions from the resident
Goodwyf or Manservant.
During the summer visitors can meet the Hamptonne calves and piglets in the traditional
farmstead. Special events will take place throughout the year for all the family to enjoy,
including the annual Faîs'sie d’Cidre, and a sensational blend of sounds and cider. Find out
more about local history of cider making and Jersey apples.

The Pallot Steam & Motor Museum
This fascinating Museum is managed by a Trust
which was established by its founder, the late Don
Pallot, with the object of promoting the permanent
preservation of the Island’s mechanical heritage.
Whatever the weather, take a step back in time and
enjoy at leisure the vast and varied collection of
steam locos and engines, vintage commercial,
military and classic vehicles, bicycles and toys, tractors, barn engines, agricultural
implements and other machinery, nostalgic photographs.
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Activities
Adventure Walking Tour
Enter a world where the ocean disappears to the
horizon and we are all visitors. Explore rock pools on a
guided walk into Europe's largest rocky inter-tidal
zone. Walks to Seymour Tower are also called
“moonwalks”. Though the landscape might look
barren, it's teeming with marine life. It is an
internationally recognized Ramsar Wetlands site – a
marine version of the Jersey National Park. Discover Jersey's wilderness with expert local
guides who have explored this wonderful coast for many years.

La Mare Wine Estate Visit
La Mare Wine Estate is a 20 acre working estate well
known for its wines and popular Jersey Apple Brandy
Cream. La Mare makes some of the islands legacy
recipes such as Black Butter preserve as well as its own
contemporary produce from the distillery and
production kitchens.

Tours and tastings of the wines and handmade
products are available daily and guests are invited
to enjoy the gardens, vineyard walk, cooperage
display and onsite restaurant offering delicious light
lunches and cream teas.
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Active Adventures
Jersey offers a full range of outdoor pursuits such as abseiling, rick climbing, kayaking,
caving, coasteering and many more.
Sup Boarding
Stand Up Paddle Boarding is the newest craze on the Island. It is
a great water sport for all ages and fitness levels.

Coasteering
Coasteering – Jersey is exploring the coastline at water
level, your professional instructor will guide you across
gullies, swim into caves, tunnels and a Venus pool, and for
those of a daring disposition you will be given opportunities
to complete deep water entries from heights of up to 10m.

Caving

Ever wondered what potholing would be like? Come and try
this unique experience in Jersey, abseil to a cave hidden
from view which was excavated in the 1920s, where rare
specimen remains were found. Hear cultural stories from
your guide about the surrounding area and enjoy the
splendid views and fresh air. The only place in Jersey where
there are the beginnings of stalactite formations.

Cycle Tours
Jersey’s fantastic rural and coastal environment is best
explored on bicycle giving you the time to enjoy the
routes and splendour of this beautiful Island. Over 45
miles of cycle routes and green lanes you can be sure of a
safe journey, and for the more adventurous the added
exhilaration of “off-roading” can be included.
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Alfie Buoy – Yacht Adventure
Come aboard Alfie Buoy; a luxury motor yacht
available for bespoke charters throughout the
Channel Islands and beyond.
Since the summer of 2015 - which begun onboard
Alfie Buoy's 50-foot Beneteau Swift Trawler - we,
the AB crew, have strived to create an extraordinary
experience for every guest.
Capacities:
12 guests underway | 22 guests at anchor | 8 guests to sleep | 4 berths, all ensuite
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